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Agenda

• Drexel University Library homepage
– Home page essentials
– Dragon Search
– Research Support, Databases A to Z & Subject Guides 
– Find an ebook

• Accessing library journals
– From DUL databases, Google Scholar, or a citation
– Find a journal article

• Citation Management tools
– Save findings to a personal library collection
– Build a reference list of your findings



Did you take advantage of college or 
university library resources and 
services as an undergraduate 
student?

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.



What do you hope to get out of the 
workshop? Do you have a specific library-
related question that you would like us to 
cover?

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.



DUL Mission

• “Supporting education and 
research through services that 
provide convenient, reliable and 
efficient access to information 
resources.”

• Promote lifelong learning and to 
provide access to high quality 
information. 
– Students can and should take 

advantage of resources and services 
offered by academic libraries while 
attending university.”

Librarians are here to 
support your studies 

including direct assistance 
with research and 

accessing tools/resources 
you need to be successful.



Library Homepage
• Dragon Search 

(library catalog)

• My Library 
Account

• Databases A to Z

• Subject Guides

• 24/7 Chat

• Borrow from 
other libraries



Homepage tabs

• Research Support
– Librarian support teams
– Subject guides & Video tutorials

• Archives
• Services

– Interlibrary Loan
• News and events

– Event calendar for Weds @ Noon series



My Library Account



24/7 Chat service



Subject and Course Guides



Databases A to Z

• View by subject area 
or search by keyword

• Look up past theses 
and dissertations of 
Drexel students
– ProQuest 

Dissertations and 
Theses @ Drexel and
Global

• Streaming video
• Academic Video Online: Premium 
• Docuseek

• O'Reilly Learning Platform (formally 
Safari)

• Digital library and learning 
platform with interactive learning, 
a certification experience, books, 
videos, etc.

• Topics range from leadership, 
business, management, and 
project management to 
programming languages, software 
development, and computer 
networking.



Now your turn

• Go to Dragon Search and find an ebook
record of your choice

• Save record to your Library Account favorite
• Keep the record browser tab open for later.
• If you cannot come up with a title of interest, 

search for
– How to Read a Paper: The Basics of Evidence-based Medicine 

and Healthcare, 6th ed. by Trisha Greenhalgh



FINDING JOURNAL ARTICLES



“Why’d they have to go and make things so 
complicated?”

Electronic journals may be:
• Stand-alone subscriptions (often academic/professional society 

journals)

• Contained in publisher packages/platforms (Elsevier Science Direct, 
Taylor & Francis, Springer)

• In aggregated collections (journals@OVID, ProQuest, Ingenta)
– Journals in aggregated collections often have embargo periods 

(most recent year or more not available)

• (And any of these may be subscription-only or Open Access)



For journals available through subscriptions or 
licensing:

Journal platforms need verification that you’re part of the 
Drexel University community:

• We currently use a “proxy” system that requires you to 
access journal sites through the Drexel Libraries website, 
signing in with your Drexel Connect credentials (email ID 
and password)

• Some journal platforms are now also using a single-sign on 
option (Shibboleth): look for “sign in with your institution” or 
similar links.



Getting a journal article

– From a Drexel Libraries-subscribed 
database

– From Google Scholar
– When I have a random citation
– When we don’t have access to the 

article I need
• When I want to browse the latest issue of my favorite 

journals



Let’s start with how to get from this:

Fleetwood, J. (2021). Ethical 
considerations for mandating food worker 
vaccination during outbreaks: an analysis 
of hepatitis A vaccine. Journal of Public 
Health Policy, 1–12. 
https://doi.org/10.1057/s41271-021-
00293-y



To this:



In PubMed* and other licensed databases, use Get 
It Free @ Drexel links to find the full article:

*Connect to PubMed via Drexel Libraries website to turn on the “Get It” linking! 



You can also set up “Get it @ Drexel” linking in 
Google Scholar!



What if I just have a citation for an article?

Song, W., Nonnemacher, S. L., Miller, K. K., Anderson, K., & 
Shea, L. L. (2022). Living arrangements and satisfaction of 
current arrangement among autistic adults reported by 
autistic individuals or their caregivers. Journal of Applied 
Research in Intellectual Disabilities, 35(5), 1174–1185. 
https://doi.org/10.1111/jar.13003



Dragon Search – Copy/paste part of the title



Dragon Search – Or use the “Search by 
DOI/PMID*” option

*PMID = PubMed ID



The search results:



May provide multiple access options

Check the dates carefully! Direct from the publisher 
is usually the best choice if available.



Troubleshooting (you think we should have it 
but your search  isn’t working?)

• Search for the journal 
title in Dragon Search

• Go to the journal, then 
search for the article

(The linking system sometimes 
doesn’t work for very recent, or 

“online-ahead-of-print” 
articles) 



LibKey Nomad (browser extension)

Provides instant links to 
articles from journals 
subscribed to by your 
library – and Open Access 
sources – connecting you 
to literature discovered on 
the web.

Versions for:
• Chrome
• Edge
• Firefox
• Brave
• Vivaldi
• Safari



From Wikipedia:



From PubMed:



If we don’t have direct access to the article:



Use our amazing Interlibrary Loan service!



ILLiad: Interlibrary Loan

• No cost to you
• Article link will be sent to your 

email, usually within 3-4 
business days

• (But often even faster – I don’t 
know how they do it!)

NEVER pay to get 
something that we 
can get for you!!!



Browzine – for browsing!

• On the web or your 
mobile device – create 
your own collection of 
favorites

• Browse and read online 
or save articles to read 
offline

• Find it in our Databases 
A-Z list or download from 
your App Store.



Now your turn!
• Locate a journal article from a database of your choice, 

or look for:

Goldstein, N. E. S., Serico, J. M., Riggs Romaine, C. L., Zelechoski, 
A. D., Kalbeitzer, R., Kemp, K., & Lane, C. (2013). Development of 
the Juvenile Justice Anger Management Treatment for Girls. 
Cognitive and Behavioral Practice, 20(2), 171–188. 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cbpra.2012.06.003

• Keep the tab open since we will save it and 
make a bibliography in the next section



CITATION MANAGEMENT TOOLS



Citation Management

When to cite?
• Using a direct quotation, even if it is 

in quotation marks.
• Using facts that are not common 

knowledge.
• Paraphrasing or rewriting the 

author’s ideas.
• Summarizing the data or argument 

of an author.
• Using the key words or phrases 

of the author or using synonyms.
• Writing a sentence that mostly 

consists of your own thoughts but 
makes a reference to another 
author’s ideas.

Styles
• APA 7th edition

• AMA 11th edition
• Chicago 17th ed
• MLA 9th edition



Importance of staying organized

• Citation managers are a great tool to help 
you manage and organize your research as 
you work through your graduate studies.

• Citation managers like Zotero and Mendeley
can be a great way to store different articles 
and your notes on them, organize your 
citations, and integrate your citations into a 
Word document. 



● A tool that can help you build a personal library of source information from 
articles, books, documents, web pages, and more

●Saves you time and your sanity once you’ve complied all your references 
for a bibliography



Software vs. website version
Software Website

Best for working on 
comprehensive or long-term 
projects like a thesis or 
dissertation

Best when writing a short paper 
with minimal citations

Ability to build a large research 
library of resources including 
attaching PDFs and making 
notes

Can create quick, one-off 
citations

Can share library of resource for 
work on collaborative projects No software download

Must download software and 
create an account No account creation



Advantage of software version

• Add content into library
– Web browser connector
– Store PDFs
– Edit records

• Organize collections of records
• Generate bibliographies
• Make in-text citations using Word add-in



Now your turn

• Open up tabs of saved 
library records and add 
them into your Citation 
Management tool of 
choice via browser 
connector

• Compile everything into 
a bibliography via 
“Create bibliography”



Questions? Just ask

• LibAssist@drexel.libanswers.com

• Email
• Chat 
• Consultation 

appointments

mailto:LibAssist@drexel.libanswers.com
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